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SYMMETRIC RIEMANN SURFACES, TORSION SUBGROUPS

AND SCHOTTKY COVERINGS

BLAISE HELTAI

Abstract. We consider a torsion-free Fuchsian group G acting on H which admits

an orientation reversing involution / That is, jGj = G. Let T be the orientation

preserving half of the torsion subgroup of the extended group (G, j).

By considering invariant homology basis elements of the surface H/G, we show

that the surface H/T is planar, and that the group G/T acts on H/T as a Schottky

group.

A closed Riemann surface S is said to be symmetric if it admits an anticonformal

involution J. If / has fixed points on S, we say that it is a reflection on S.

The study of symmetric surfaces was initiated by Klein [K] who observed that a

symmetric Riemann surface is the complex locus of a real algebraic curve. S admits

a reflection if the curve has a nonempty real locus.

The reflection on S may be lifted to a hyperbolic reflection j on the hyperbolic

plane H. The uniformizing Fuchsian group G for S is conjugated to itself by j. We

say that G is a symmetric Fuchsian group. Such groups have recently been studied in

various contexts by Singerman, Ailing and Greenleaf, and Sibner. In a different

vein, Sibner has proved that a symmetric surface has a symmetric Schottky uniformi-

zation [S2]. This will be proved in the present paper as well, using entirely different

techniques. More to the point, we attempt to unify several ideas by showing that a

symmetric Fuchsian uniformization gives rise naturally to a symmetric Schottky

uniformization.

Since the reflection j normalizes the group G, the extended group G = (G, j)

acts discontinuously on the universal cover H of S. We define t to be the torsion

subgroup of G and define T to be the orientation preserving half of T. We say that

T is the harmonic subgroup of G associated to j. We will show that H/T (and of

course H/T) is a planar surface, and using a characterization of Schottky coverings

developed in §2, we will prove:

Theorem. G/T acts as a Schottky group on H/T.

This paper includes part of the author's dissertation [H] written under the aegis of

Bernard Maskit. His guidance was invaluable. The terminology "harmonic sub-

group" was suggested by the referee.
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1. The classical fact concerning symmetric surfaces is

(1.1) Harnack's Theorem. IF J is an anticonformal involution on the closed

Riemann surface S of genus g, then the fixed point set of J is either empty or consists of

5+1 disjoint simple curves cQ,...,cs where 0 < 5 < g.

Equally well known is the following extension to Harnack's Theorem. A proof

may be found in [K-M].

(1.2) In addition to the curves cQ,...,cs fixed by J (if any), there exist simple

closed curves cJ+1,..., cs+l such that

(i) {c, Yj+q is a disjoint collection of curves,

(ii) J(Cj) = c¡ for all i,

(iii) S — {Cj} consists of two components, and

(iv) J interchanges these components.

Notation. We write the triple (g, s, t) to denote the symmetry type of a surface S of

genus g with a fixed reflection J which fixes (pointwise) s + 1 curves c0,...,cs and

rotates t curves cs+1,..., cs+l as in (1.2).

2. We take a detour from symmetric surfaces to recall the definition of a Schottky

group.

Let y,, y¡ (' = 1» • • ■. P) be disjoint Jordan curves in C which all bound a domain

A. Let Ext y denote the component of C - y which contains A and let Int y be the

other component. If there exist Möbius transformations g, with the property

g,(IntY;)= ExtY,', then the group T generated by {g,} is a free group acting

discontinuously on an open dense subset ß(T) of C and T is a Schottky group. The

orbit space of this action on Q is a closed surface of genus p and A is a fundamental

domain for it.

The classical retrosection theorem asserts that for any closed Riemann surface A,

there exists a Schottky group T whose orbit space S2/r is conformally equivalent to

X. Our immediate aim here is to give a topological characterization of such Schottky

coverings ß -* X. In order to do so we must enlarge our point of view slightly.

A surface Z is planar if any simple closed curve in Z divides Z. Equivalently,

there exists a homology basis for Z with all zero intersection numbers.

If A is a closed surface, Z a planar surface, and Z -* X an unbranched regular

covering with covering group T, then we say that Z -* X is a Schottky-like covering

if there exists an embedding Sh Z -> C such that v^ri'"1 is a Schottky group.

The essential fact about planar coverings is contained in the following. We state

only a special case.

Planarity Theorem (Maskit [Ml]). Given a closed surface X and an unbranched

regular covering p: Z —> X where Z is planar, there exist disjoint, homotopically

independent simple closed curves L,,..., Lm whose representatives in 77, ( A) normally

generatep+ir^Z) ~ (Z).

In other words, if we fix a base point x0 in X and take /, to be elements of

7rj( A, x0) freely homotopic to L¡, the normal closure of (/,,..., lm) is p#7r,(Z, zQ)
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where p(z0) = x0. We say that (/,,..., lm) normally generate iTi(Z, z0) in irx(X, x0)

and that Lx,...,Lm define the covering.

The implication of the Planarity Theorem to Schottky coverings is as follows. The

techniques in (2.1) are largely due to Maskit, although the theorem has perhaps not

been stated in this form. We thus include a proof.

(2.1) Theorem. If X is a closed surface of genus g, then p: Z -» X is a Schottky-like

covering with covering group T if and only if Z is planar and there exist g disjoint,

homologically independent simple closed curves AX,...,A in X which lift to simple

closed curves in Z.

Proof. If Z -> X is a Schottky covering, take A,,..., Ag to be the images in X of

the defining Jordan curves ylt..., y for the Schottky group.

Conversely, we view the A¡ as cycles in HX(X,Z) and form a homology basis

{Ax,..., A , Bv..., Bg}. Let A* be the surface obtained by cutting X along the

A¡. Then X* is connected, has genus 0 and 2g boundary loops. Fixing a base point

0 in A*, let a¡ g <nl(X,Q) represent A,. Denote the normal closure of {a,,...,a }

in w,( A) by N. N is then the defining subgroup of some regular planar covering ZN

of Z.

Since every loop A¡ lifts to a loop in Z, ZN covers Z. We will show that in fact

ZN=Z.

Let W be any loop on X disjoint from each At. Then W divides A*. Consider a

component A of A* — W. K has genus 0 and is bounded by W and some subset of

{Aj} (with some A/s possibly appearing twice).

We may take the base point 0 to be in K and thus the embedding K c X induces

a homomorphism <p: irx(K,Q) -» irx(X,0).

Let { w, av ..., am} be a set of generators for irx(K, 0) where w represents W and

a, is homotopic to a boundary curve of K. Since K is an m + 1 holed sphere,

w~l = a1a2 ■ ■ ■ am and <p(w~l) = <p(ala2 ■ ■ ■ am). But m(a,) represents a boundary

curve of K and hence <p(a,) is conjugate to üj for some j. Thus (p(w x), which

represents W in 77,(A), is an element of N, the normal closure of {aj}. We conclude

that W lifts to a loop in ZN. By the Planarity Theorem, we have ZN = Z.

We now follow [M2]. Let x0 be a point in Int(A*) and z0 g P_1(^0) c z- If

x g A*, let p, be a path in A* from x0 to x. Take the lift pr which has one

endpoint at z0. If p2 is another path in A* from x0 to x, then p2lpx is a loop in A*.

We have shown that any loop in A* lifts to a loop in Z. Hence p'1 \ X* is a

well-defined map.

Let A = p_1(int A*'). Then p \ A is one-to-one. If A¡ is a lift of A¡ which bounds

A, by lifting B¡ into A we see that there exists another lift A'¡ of A¡ which also

bounds A. For each /', let h¡ be the element of the covering group T which identifies

Äj and Ä\. The lift of ¿?, in A has its endpoints identified by h¡. Since the

corresponding element {al,...,ag,bl,...,bg} generates tt^S,0), {hv...,hg} gen-

erates T. Since p|A is one-to-one, A,.(A) n A = 0. Thus T "looks like" a Schottky

group.
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In order to complete the proof, we recall the following.

(2.2) Theorem (Maskit [M3]). Let 3> be a plane domain and let M be a group of

conformai homeomorphisms of S¿ onto itself. Then there exists a univalent function yp,

mapping 2 onto S>', so that every element of \pM\p~1 is a Möbius transformation.

We may thus find a conformai map \¡> from Z into C such that ^h^"1 are

Möbius transformations. i/'Tt//"1 is then a Schottky group and hence p: Z -» A is a

Schottky-like covering.

3. We consider a Riemann surface S of genus g > 1 with a reflection J and of

symmetry type (g,s, t). Let H be the upper half-plane {z g C|Imz > 0}. Then

S = H/G where G is a freely acting group of Möbius transformations on H. That

is, G is a torsion free Fuchsian group. We impose the Poincaré metric on H, so that

H becomes a model for the hyperbolic plane and S a surface of curvature -1. We

call the geodesies in H, H-lines.

Since J is an isometry of S with this metric, the curves c0,...,cs given in

Harnack's Theorem are geodesic. Let j be a lift of J to an orientation reversing

isometry of H. Let G = (G, j), the group generated by G and j, and observe that

S/J — H/G. Moreover 5 is a two-fold covering of S/J and hence [G : G] = 2.

Let x be a fixed point of J on 5, z g H lying over x. Then either j fixes z (in

which case j is an //-reflection) or j(z) = z'. Since z' also lies over x, there exists

g G G with g(z') = z. Note that gj fixed z, hence so does (gj)1. But since

[G:G] = 2, (gj)2 g G. But G contains no elliptic elements (G acts freely on //),

hence gj is an involution. As gj fixes a point in H, it must be a reflection through

an //-line. Replacing gj by _/ if necessary, we summarize:

Lemma. The reflection J on S can be lifted to a hyperbolic reflection j on H.

G = (G, j) is a Z2-extension of G and H/G — S/J.

Set f = torsion subgroup of G. That is, T is generated by all elements of finite

order in G. Since G is torsion free and [G: G] = 2, T is in fact generated by all

reflections in G. T is normal in G.

We set T = orientation preserving half of G. As G is the orientation preserving

half of G, T is a normal subgroup of G. We may now precisely state the main

theorem of this paper.

(3.1) Theorem. H/T -> S is a Schottky-like covering with covering group G/T.

We remark that for genus = 1, H replaced by C, G a Euclidean lattice group, and

T defined analogously, Theorem (3.1) is still true. The proof is elementary.

4. We will first establish that H/T is a planar surface.

Let R be the set of reflections in G. For r g R, let A(r) be its reflection axis.

A(r) is an //-line. For r ¥= r' in R, A(r) n A(r') = 0 since G contains no elliptic

elements. The set {A(r):r g R) divides H into connected components. Choose one

which has A(j), the axis of j, lying on its boundary: call this domain D. Double D

using the reflection j, and call the resulting domain D. Note that D is bounded by

reflection axes and that A(j) splits D in "half."
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(4.1) Lemma. D is a fundamental domain for T.

Proof (Sketch). D is necessarily an infinite sided polygon (with no nonideal

vertices). Let {A(j), A(rx), A(r2),...} be its sides. Then R0 = {j,rx,r2,...} in

fact generates T and, appealing to Poincaré's Polygon Theorem, D is a fundamental

domain for (RQ) = f.

If t g T, then t is a word in R0 with an even number of letters since t preserves

orientation. If t = r,r2, rxr2 = rxjjr2 = (jri)~ljr2, so t is a word in jR0. Proceed

inductively to find that any t in T is a word in jR0. Then, as above, jR0 generates

T, and D is a fundamental domain for (JR0), thus for T.

(4.2) Lemma. H/T is a planar surface.

Proof. Using the notation from (3.1) D is bounded by reflection axes

{A(r¡), j(A(rj))). The transformations jr¡ generate T and pair the sides A(r¡) with

j(A(r¡)). For each i, jr¡ is either a hyperbolic transformation if A(r¡), A(j) do not

meet on 3//, or y'/-, is a parabolic transformation otherwise. In the former case, let j¡/¡

be the //-line invariant under jr¡, and in the latter, let j/, be an invariant horocycle

of jr¡ disjoint from all other s/k.

{ se{} is a disjoint collection of curves in H which project to disjoint simple closed

curves in H/T. Moreover s^¡ is invariant under jr¡ and {jr¡} generates T. Hence

these projected loops on H/T generate HX(H/T, Z). Since they are disjoint, H/T

is planar.

5.

(5.1) Theorem. Let S be a closed surface with a reflection J of symmetry type

(g,s,t). Then there exist simple closed curves Aï,...,Ag on S with the following

properties:

(i)J(A,) = Ai,r=l,...,g,

(ii) the set { Ax,..., Ag} is homologically independent, and

(iii) each A¡ lifts to a simple closed curve in H/T.

The proof of Theorem (5.1) relies on constructing the A¡. We begin by fixing some

notation from Harnack's Theorem and its extension (1.2). We have curves c0,...,cs

fixed by J and cs+1,.. .,cs + l rotated by J. These curves divide 5 into two

homeomorphic subsurfaces whose closures we call 2 and 72. Each is a surface with

h = \(g — n + X) handles and n boundary curves where n = s + t + 1. The key

ingredient in the construction of the A¡ may be summarized in the following

technical lemma.

(5.2) Lemma. There exist mutually disjoint paths on 2 as follows:

(i) For each fixed curve c, (i'*l,...,î) on 32, there exists a simple path u¡ from

c0 to c,.

(ii) For each rotated curve c¡ (i = s + l,...,s + t), there exist two simple paths v¿,

w¡ from c0 to c, such that if v, meets c, at z then w¡ meets c, at J(z) (which is a half

twist from z along c¡). Moreover, w¡ is freely homotopic to v¡.

(iii) For each handle on 2 there exist two homotopically distinct simple paths which

begin and end on c0. Call these paths p ¡, qf (i = 1,..., h).

(iv) The collection {u¡, v¡, p¡, q¡} does not disconnect 2.
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Figure 1

Proof. Cap off 2 by attaching a disk A along c0. Let 2 = 2 U c A and fix a

point * in A. Choose a standard set of generating loops for 77,(2, *). That is, the set

consists of 2h + n - 1 simple closed curves, meeting only at * where p¡, q¡

correspond to the handles on 2, U¡ are curves which go around the boundary curves

c¡ (i = 1,..., s), and Vt around the c¡ (i = s + 1,..., s + t). Let «, be a path from

* to c, (i = 1,..., s) which meets U¡ only at *.

For i = s + 1,..., s + t, let u¡, w¡ both be simple paths from * to c, which meet

V¡ and each other only at * and which meet c, a half twist apart.

Now remove the disk A along c0. What remains of the paths u¡, v¡, w¡, p¡, q¡ we

will call «, (F-paths, for fixed curves); v¡, w¡ (R-paths, for rotated curves); p¡, q¡

(//-paths, for handles) (see Figure 1).

To check property (ii), observe that V¡ divides 2 into two components and v¡, wt

both lie in the one homeomorphic to a cylinder and are homotopic there.

We verify (iv) by observing that {p,,q¡,U¡,V¡} does not disconnect 2, m, — U¡,

í>¡— V¡, and consequently removing [p¡, q¡, u¡, v¡} from 2 leaves a connected

surface.

Note that adding the w¡ to this set will disconnect 2 as v¡ » w¡.

We proceed with the proof of (5.1).

Double the paths { ut, vt, w¡, p¡, q¡} from (4.2) into 7(2) via /. Then on S = 2 U

/2 we have a disjoint collection of simple paths (see Figure 2); after reindexing

''«,. • J(uj), i = 1,..., s,   called F-loops,

o¡ • J(w¡) - w¡ • J(v¡), i = s + 1,..., s + t,   called R-loops,

'      \P¡-J{p,)> i = s + t + l,...,s + t + h,

qt ■ J(qt), i =- s + t + h + 1.s + t + 2h,    called //-loops.
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Figure 2

Note that s + t + 2h = g, that each A¡ is in fact closed, and J(Aj) — Ai by

construction. {AX,...,A} is independent in homology if S — {Ax,...,Ag} is

connected. From (5.2) it follows that the F-loops and R-loops together fail to

disconnect S.

Recall also from (5.2) that each pair v¡, w¡ disconnects 2, with one component

homeomorphic to a disk. Let x be a point in this disk. Similarly the pair J(v¡), J(w¿)

bounds a disk in 72. Notice that J(x) cannot be in this disk as J rotates the

common boundary component of the two disks. But by taking a path from x to this

common boundary, it is easy to get a path from x to J(x) which meets no other

loops A¡. Hence the entire collection ( Av ..., Ag) fails to disconnect S.

From §4 recall the fundamental domain D for T. Assume, with no loss of

generality, that A(j), the axis of j, is a lift of c0. D is bounded by lifts of all fixed

curves c0,..., cs.

Let A, be an R-loop or an //-loop on S. Lift A¡ to Äi in D and note that since A¡

meets no fixed curve but c0, A¡ will meet A(j) in the interior of D and must meet

3/J> at /-equivalent points on some A(rk), j(A(rk)) (both lifts of c0).

Similarly, if A¡ is an F-loop, A¡ will meet 3D at y'-equivalent points on some

A(rk), j(A(rk)) (both lifts of c;). In either case, A¡ lifts to a loop in c\D/(j) - H/T.

6. We conclude the proof of Theorem (3.1). From (4.2), H/T is a planar surface

and from parts (ii) and (iii) of (5.1), there exist homologically independent

{Ax,...,Ag} which lift to loops in H/T. We apply (2.1) to conclude that the

covering is Schottky-like with covering group G/T.

We may remark finally that part (i) of (4.2) implies that the "Schottky group"

G/T is symmetric. That is, the involution j lifts to an involution J on H/T which

commutes with the action of G/T.
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